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The present invention relatesto devices 
for use in sharpening the rotary [circular 
‘knives of slicing and other machines. 

Known sharpening devices comprise- a 
' ' grinding element and an element for‘remov 

ing the burr caused by grinding, each‘ ele 
ment being movable axially ‘into and‘ out of 

' engagement with the‘ knife. 

A disadvantage of such devices is that the 
grinding element is removed from the knife 
after the element for removing the burr, 
so that after the grinding operation has 
been ?nished the knife is never entirely free 
from burrs. ' ' 

The object of this invention is to avoid 
this disadvantage by providing a device of 
the kind referred to with mechanism where 
by the grinding element is now earlier re 
moved from the rotary knife than the burr 
removing element, thus ensuring that all 
the burrs have been removed from the knife. 
The saidniechanism is'preferably con 

structed in such a manner that either the 

grinding element, and subsequently the 
grinding ‘element and burr removing ele 
ment, acts on the knife ‘in the ?rst case, or 
the grinding element- together with the burr 
removing element vact on the'knife in‘ the 
?rst case after which operations the ‘burr 
removing element alone acts on‘ the knife, 
being ‘?nally withdrawn therefromr ' 
The mechanism may be actuated by av sin 

gle operating member for ‘effecting the vari 
ous ‘movements of the burr removing and 
grinding elements and, preferably, the’ op 
erating member is adapted to be'rotated in 
one direction ‘only. ' p‘ I ' 

Said mechanism may comprise two cams 
located in different planes,each cam acting 
on a projection or ?nger, or like member, 
which, when moved, causes a corresponding 
axial displacement of the burr removing 

the grinding element,‘ as'the‘case 
may be. ’ ~ ' 1 ‘ ‘_ ' 

The sharpening device‘m'ay also comprise 
means whereby the sharpening mechanism 
'can be locked in a, position’that unauthoré 
ized persons playing or-working with the 
adjusting handle or- crank cannot, by so do 
ing, move the elements against. the knife‘, 

‘ VIIQVIII in Fig. 2, the 
.in different positions; ' 

the locking-action, taking place automati 
cally.‘ - = y ' ' ' 

i " Means may further be provided whereby 

the whole ‘device is‘ capable of being raised 
and lowered on its'support, the construction 
of the device being such that, when it is 
raised upon its support, both sharpeningele 
ments- are automatically locked, and when 
lowered on its support said elements are an 
tomatically unlocked. ' ' ' 7 ‘ 

Preferably, the device is combined 
means whereby when one, or both, of the 
sharpening elements is, or are, in the sharp 
ening position, ‘said elements are positively 
held against lifting movement. 
The above and other characteristics of 

the invention will be more fully described 
with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings, illustrating a constructional form of 
the invention‘by way of example‘. I’ 

On‘ the drawings :— ' 

Fig. l-is a side elevation, partly 
tion, of the sharpening device. 

Fig. 2 is a front, elevation, partly in sec— 
tion, of said device. 1 ' r , " 1 

Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 show various. positions 
of the actuating mechanism. ' U 

Figs. 7 and 8 are sections Fonythe line 
parts being shown 

in sec~ 

. Referring to the‘drawings:—w , ‘ ‘ 

On the upper‘ surface 1 of a support (eg. 
the knife bearing of a slicing machine) is 
‘secured a holder 2 wherein ae'cylindrical 
sleeve 8, having a ?ange 4, is clampedjby 
means of. a screw *5 passing through two 

lugs 6 on_' the holder. The sharpening 
mechanism is enclosed in a casing 7 provid 
ed, at its bottonipart, with a vertical'cylin 
drical pin 8 projecting into an aperture'in 
the sleeve 3 and hearing by means of a set 
screw 9 on thesurface l. A horizontally 
arranged actuating‘shaft 10 is mounted for 
rotation within the-casing 7, said shaft be 
ing adapted to be‘ rotated‘ in one direction 
only by means of a crankll. The vshaft 10 

‘is held against rotation in the other‘ direc- ‘ 
tion by a helical spring 12 secured atone end 
to the casing and‘wound tightly round the 
shaft so that when the latter is rotated so 

with ' 

so 
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as to wind up the spring by friction between 
the shaft and spring the latter grips the 
shaft and prevents its rotation. The crank 
can occupy four main positions I, II, III, 
IV, .(Figs. v3 to 6) in each of which it is 
resiliently locked by means of a spring actu 
ated ball 13 co-operating with correspond 
ing recesses in the wall of-the casing'7. The 
arrows in Figs. 3 to 6, inclusive, illustrate 
diagrammatically the direction of rotation 
of the crank 11 as viewed from the right 
hand side of Fig. 2. When the crank arm 
is in its full line position shown in Fig. 2 
it is in its main position IV and the cams 
29 and 30 are in the positions shown in full 
lines in Fig. 3. When the crank arm 11 is 
moved to its main position I of Fig. 4, the 
shaft" 28 by reason of the gearing 26, 27 
of Figs. 1 and 2 moves in an anti-clockwise 
direct-ion as viewed from the front side of 
Fig. 2 and ,as viewed in Figs. 3, v4, 5 and 6. 
Therefore as the crank arm 11 is moved in ' 

.a- clockwise direction to rts various main 

positions I, II, III and IV the cams 29 
and 30 move anti-clockwise as illustrated 

ii‘rFigs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
A grinding stone 14 is located at one side 

.of the knife with its shaft 45, which is 
spring controlled, rotatably arranged in a 
sleeve 46, the latter being'slidably arranged 
in an outer sleeve 15 having a slot through 
which an arm 16 projects outwardly, said 
arm being connected to the sleeve 46 in ‘such 
a manner that the movement of the arm in 
the direction of the arrow (Fig. 2) causes 
the stone 14 to move towards the knife. The 
sleeve 15 is pivotally connected at 17 to a 
part of the casing and is provided at 18 with 
a slot for a screw connection with ,a cross 

piece 19 of the casing in order-to vary the 
grinding angle. . 

The burr removing stone 20 is mounted 
on a shaft 21 rotatably arranged in a sleeve 
‘47 slidab'le in an outer sleeve 23., an arm 22 
projecting through a slot in the sleeve 23, 
and being connected to the sleeve 47, A 
spring always‘ tends to force said stone 
towards the knife. . ~ ' 

A disc 25,is mounted on the shaft 10 and 
is formed with a slot 24, a. spiral toothed 
wheel 26, engaging a corresponding wheel 

. 27 mounted on a shaft 28. being also mount 

ed on the shaft 10. The shaft 28 is rotatably 
mounted on the cross piece'19 of the casing 
and carries a cam 29 at the side of the grind 
ing stone and a cam 30 at the sideof the 
burr removing stone, said cams being locat 
ed in different planes and 'co-operating with 
the arms 16 and 22, respectively. 
The actuating shaft 10 may be locked by 

means of a- ?nger 31 adapted to enter into 
the slot 24, said ?nger being mounted on a 
shaft 32, to which is also'securjed a hook 
33, having a recess 34 for co-operating with 
the bevelled edge35 of the disc, 4. A helical 
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spring 36 tends to disengage the ?nger 31 
from the disc 25. The disc 4 is further pro 
vided with two holes 37, 38 adapted to be 
engaged by a downwardly projecting pin 39 
on the casing 7 for locking said casing in 
one or the other of two positions. The cas 
ing is provided at the top} with a button 40 
by means of which the casing may be lifted 
and rotated. 
The operation of the 

lows :— v 

In the position shown in Fig.v 2, the 
mechanism occupies the inoperative, or neu 
tral, position, in which the crank 11, the 
cams 29, 30 and the arms 16 and 22 occupy 
the positions shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For 

device is as fol 

vthe sake of clearness, the spiral wheels 26 
and 27 and their appurtenances have ‘been 
omitted in Figs. 3 to 6. If the crank 11 is 
turned to the right a quarter of a revolua; 
tion, see Fig. 4, the cam 29 moves away 
from thearm 16 ‘and the spring in the sleeve 
15 forces the grinding stone 14 towards the 
knife 41; The stone 14 is rotated by said 
knife. ' > f 

When the knife is sufficiently ground, the 
crank 11 is turned again through a quarter 
of a revolution to the right (Fig. 5) in 
which position the grinding stone 14 con 
tinues in action and the burr removing stone 

20 comes into operation, in view of the fact 
that the cam 30 moves away from the arm 
22. Thereafter the crank 11 is again turned 
a quarter of a revolution (Fig. 6) whereas 
the cam 29 moves back the arm 16 so that 

the grinding vstone 14- is removed from the 
knife, which latter is then only acted upon 
by the burr stone 20 removing the burr from 
the cutting edge 43. Finally, upon comple 
tion' of the revolution of the crank 11 the‘ 
burr removing stone 20 is withdrawn from 
the knife and the position of the stones 
shown in Fig. 3 is again attained. 

~ During all the above manipulations of the 
crank 11 the bevelled edge 35 of the flange 
4 remains in the recess 34 of the hook 33. 
The casing 7 is lifted by taking hold of and 
lifting the button 40, the hook 33 and the 
shaft 32 being partially rotated by reason 
of the co-operation between the edge 35 and 
the hook 33. The ?nger 31 then enters into 
the slot 24 in the disc 25 and, consequently, a 
if the crank 11 does not occupy the right po 
sition, lifting of the casing 7 ‘is impossible. 
As soon as the casing has been lifted high 

enough for the pin 39to leave the hole 37, 
it may be turned through. a quarter of a rev 
olution around the pin 8 until the pin 39 can 
enter the hole 38, whereupon said c-asingis 
lowered and is locked by the engagement of 
the bevelled edge 35 and recess 34. A rota 
tion of the crank 11. by any incompetent per 
son is then harmless to the knife. 
Having now particularly described and 

ascertaiijied the nature of my said invention 
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and in what manner the same is‘toibe per 
formed what I claim is ' * - 

-l. Ald'evice for ‘sharpening the'rotary cir 
cular knifeof a slicing'm'achine, comprising, 
a pair of grinders disposed at opposite sides 
"of-the ‘knif'eto ‘be sharpened,"rspr_ings for 
moving ‘said grindersinto contactjwithfthe 
‘opposite sides of said knife respectively,v cam 
members ‘for; holding said grinders away 
from said knife againstithe action‘ of said 
springs, ‘a rotary member for actuating said 
cam members, and mechanisnifor holding 
said rotary-member against reverserotation, 
said‘ cain' members being ~ arranged‘ when op 
erated by said rotary member to permit one ' 
of said grinders to engage said knife in ad 
vance of the other grinder and upon further 
operation by said rotary member in the same 
direction to withdraw said grinders from 
contact with said knife and to permit the 
grinder which was last brought into contact 
with the knife to remain in contact therewith 
until Withdrawal of the grinder which ?rst 
engaged the knife. 

2. A sharpener for the rotary circular 
knife of a slicing machine having one edge 
beveled, comprising a. main and a supple 
mental grinder, the main grinder being ar 
ranged to engage the beveled edge of said 
knife while the supplemental grinder is ar 
ranged to engage the opposite edge of said 
knife, springs for moving said grinders into 
contact with said knife, cams for moving 
said grinders away from said knife against 
the action of said springs, a rotary device 

' for operating said cams, and mechanism for 
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holding said rotary device against reverse 
rotation, said cams being shaped upon op 
eration of said rotary member to permit the 
main grinder to engage the beveled edge of 
said knife and thereaftertopermit the sup 
plemental grinder to engage the opposite 
side of said knife and upon further opera 
tion by rotation of said rotary member in 
the same direction to withdraw said main 
grinder and thereafter withdraw said sup 
plemental grinder. 

3. A sharpener for slicing machine knives 
comprising a pair of grinding elements one 
for sharpening and the other for removing 
the burr, means for effecting movement of 
said grinding elements into and out of op 
erative position relative to a slicing machine 
knife in a predetermined sequence, there be 
ing movement of such moving means in only 
one direction, and mechanism for prevent 
ing reverse movement of said moving neans 
to compel movement of said sharpening 
grinding element away from the knife prior 
to removal of the burr removing element 
therefrom. ' ' 

4. A sharpener for slicing machine knives 
comprising a pair of grinders one for sharp 
ening and the other for removing the burr, 
means for moving said grinders into and 

movements. 

3 

out-of operativei'po‘sition relative to a slic 
v‘ing machine knife to be sharpened by move 
“ments‘compelli‘ng removal of the sharpening 
grinder in‘advance of‘ the removal of the 
burr removing grinder, a rotary member op 
‘erable' in one direction only for‘ actuating 
said moving ‘means, and mechanism for “pre 
venting reverse rotation ‘of said rotary mem 
ber during the cycle of operations. ‘ 

' 5;’A sharpener for slicing machine "knives 
comprising ‘a pair of grinders one for sharp 
ening-and'theother for removing the burr 
‘movable-into and out of operative position 
relative to- a knife to be'sharpened, a plu 
rality vof cams‘ for controlling ithBJIlOVG 
merit of said grinders in a predetermined 
sequence into ‘operative positionand com 
pelliii'gE ;the removal of ‘the ‘sharpening 
'grinderfin ‘advance of the‘burr removing ‘ 
grinder, I means movable in one‘ direction ‘‘ 

only foractuating said cams to‘ effect such 
predetermined sequence of movements ‘of 
said grinders, and mechanism for prevent 
ing'reverse movement of said cams. f 

6'; A ~sharpener for‘ rotary slicing machine 
knives ‘comprising a'grinding element and 
a burr removing element movable‘ into and 
out of operative positions‘ relative to aro 
taryf slicing machine‘ knife'to be sharpened, 
mechanism comprising cams for compelling 
a predetermined sequence of movements of 
said grinding elements includingremoval 
‘of the grinding‘ element in advance of the 
"burr removing element, and mechanism for a 

‘100 preventing ‘reverse movements of saidcams 
to maintain] such ‘predetermined sequence 
of movements‘ of the said grinding elements. 

7 . A sharpener for slicing machine knives 
‘comprising grinding elementand a burr re 
moving element for engaging opposite sides 
of a' knife to‘ be: sharpened, ~ spindleson 

which‘ said "grinding elements ‘are mounted, 
means“ for supporting said gspindles for 
movement"longitudinally thereof to bring 
said grinding elements'into and-out of en 
gagement with a knife to?be" sharpened, 
mechanism comprising cams for actuating 
said-spindles to'niove‘the grinders relative 
to’ said "knife, _ means for: supporting ‘ said ‘ 

cams‘ for predetermined sequence ofmove 
,ments including 'delayf‘in'i removal of ‘the 
burr removing element until after'the grind 
ing element has been removed, and'non 
reversible-means _for moving said cams to 
secure isnchi- ‘predetermined sequence‘ of 

“8} A? ‘ sharpener slicing machine 
knives comprising a grinder for perform 
ing the major, operation, a second-‘grinder 
forlrcinoving‘ the burr formed bysaid ?rst 
lnamedwgi'inder, said grinders being movable 
into and out'of engagement with'a slicing 
machine-knifeito be ‘sharpenedymeans for 
‘coiitrollfing‘the ‘movements of said grinders c 
‘to compel the's'ame to have a predetermined 
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sequence of movements to. effect removal 
from the knife of said ?rst-named grinder 
in advance ‘of the removal of the burr re 
moving grinder, and means for preventing 
any reversal of the predetermined cycle :of 
movements of the grinders to prevent the 
grinders from moving relative to the knife 
in a different sequence from that predeter 
mined. ~ 7 ‘ 

9. A sharpener for slicing machine knives 
comprising a main grinder, a secondary 
grinder for removing the burr produced by 
the main grinder, said grinders being mov 
ableinto and out of engagement at oppo- . V 

sitesides of the knife to be sharpened, ro 
tary cams for controlling the movements of 
said grinders toward and vfrom ‘said knife, 
a single shaft for carrying said cams to com 
pel a predetermined sequence of movements 
of said grinders including delay in the re 
moval of. theburr removing grinder from 
the knife until'after the main grinder has 
‘been removed, ‘and means for preventing 
said shaft from beingrotated except in one 
direction so. as to cause said cams to al 
ways move sald grinders through the same 
predetermined cycle of movements. 

v10. A sharpener for rotary slicing ma 
chine knives comprising a grinding element 
and a burr removing element, means for 
'moving said elements into and out of 0p 
erative positions relative to a rotary slicing 
machine knife to be sharpened, vmechanism 
for actuating said moving means, and mech 
anism for compelling. operation of the said 
moving means to effect removal of the grind 
ing element away from the knife before the 
burr removing element is removed. 

11, A1 sharpener for rotary slicing ma 
chineknives comprising a pair of grinders 
one for major operation and the other for 
removing the burr, means for moving said 
grinders into and out of operative positions 
relative to a rotary slicing machine knife 
to be sharpened, and mechanism for com 
polling a predetermined cycle .of movements 
of Said grinders while reversal thereof is 
prevented, such cycle of movements ‘includ 
ing movementof the major grinder into en 
gagement with the knife followed by the 
movement of the burr grinder into engage 
ment with the knife and after an interval 
while both‘grinders are in engagement with 
.the knife movement of the major grinder 
away from the knife leaving the burr 
grinder in engagement therewith for an in 
terval after which upon continued operation 
the-same cycle must berepeated. 

12. -A sharpener for the rotary circular 1 
knife of a slicing or other machine, compris 
ing a mam grinder, a supplemental grinder 
for removlng the burr produced by said 
'main grinder,said grinders being movable 
into. and out of engagement with the oppo 
site sides of the rotary circular knife to be a 

.. 1,82 1,1230 
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sharpened, and manually operated :mecha-i 
nism for controlling the movement of the 
grinders into engagement with said knife 
and out of engagement therewith, said mecha 
nism being so constructed and arranged that 
the main grinder must always be removed 
from‘ theeknife before the ‘burr. removing 
grinder is removed, the latter being con?ned 
upon operation of said manually operated 
mechanism to remain in engagement with" 
said knife until after the main grinder has 
been removed. I . 

In testimony whereof I .a?ix my signature. 
CORNELIS FRANCISCUS MARIA vlnBERKEL. 
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